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VERTICAL SLIDING DOOR FIRE FIXING ® REI 120
Date
Page n°

Customer
Item code

of pages

HN + Min.225

NOTES:
- Elements providing fire compartimentation. Do
not use inappropriately.

Modules subject to deformation

- Do not install in places subject to direct air flow.
• All pictures are illustrative and out of scale.
• All dimensions are expressed in

millimetres.
• The type approval number will be assigned
when order or production is confirmed

HE
HN

HV

- The choice between door closing through
thermomechanical device or through
electromagnet is taken at the customer’s own
risk and charge.
- Mounting to be carried out by specialized
personnel only.



- Mount only on flat plumb vertical structures or
compartments.
- Door with limited opening to be used for
technical rooms and not for people passage.

LN

- Precautions during use and risk analysis are to
be defined by the customer.

150
170
200

170


N°
Door retaining
system through:

200

LE

DIM.

- For special requirements, please indicate
available spaces and contact our Technical Office.



LN

mm

x HN

Electromagnet (Recommended)

mm

n°

Price
€

%

Net price
€

Amount
€

Thermomechanical device

VERTICAL SLIDING DOOR FIRE FIXING® REI 120 includes the RAL 7035 prime coat finishing.

SAM SHOCK ABSORBER
V.T. VISCOTROLLER (CRUISE CONTROL)
ELECTROMAGNET 24 V d.c.

CC 600N

CC 1400N

NC RELEASE BUTTON
1 Firux® I.S.D. SUPPLIER + 2 THERMAL DETECTORS

Have to be installed on doors without any centralized monitoring system (choice to be preferred).

RAL OVEN-HARDENED SATIN FINISH

TOTAL € (VAT excluded)

General and particular sales conditions including delivery times are
given in annex form of offer or order confirmation. Excluding transportation, unloading from truck or container, installation, destination
taxes and charges. Packing included. Every single order to become
economically and technically engaging must be confirmed in writing
by Endoors srl. since before the formalization of the order the product
or documentation may have changed. Incomplete forms to become
effective must be completed both for offers and orders.
INCOMPLETE FORMS WILL NOT BE PROCESSED.

Special notes

Seal and signature for acceptance and confirmation of order

The manufacturer reserves the right to modify the product and all relevant technical documents without notice. Please verify that the present form is valid when filling it out.

